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BONUS!
Discover The 7 Secrets to Achieve
Anything You Want In Life...
***Limited Time Only: Grab This FREE Gift Now!***

These 7 Secrets Will Enable You To...
•
•
•

Discover the Foundational Meaning of SUCCESS
Demonstrate PASSION and PERSEVERANCE for long-term goals
Learn the untold secrets on how to create the life you TRULY DESIRE

•

IT’S FREE … CLICK HERE to get yours!

You Asked and We Listened. HELP is HERE

How Would You Like To Get Your Hands On My
Proven Marketing Strategies That Have Created A
Multiple Six Figure Online Business?
Now You Too Can Explode Your Business Income With

Monthly Internet Marketing Training And Coaching!
If You Are Serious About Changing From A Failing Online Business To An Uber Profitable Online Business I
Can Help You!
Listen, I know what it's like to have a strong desire to have a successful online business but have no real idea of
HOW to market it...

I'm not making empty promises. One thing you will not find on this site is a promise of "easy riches". I
make no claims of how much you can make. I make no claims that you'll make any money at all. I don't
know you. I don't know if you're a thinker or a doer. How can I promise you'll make X dollars? I can't.
And I don't. That SHOULD be a sign of trust to you.
There are many others out there making crazy income claims. I won't promise riches. I won't promise
any results. I'll simply tell you that I will show you things you can do to get your online business rocking
and rolling!
There is absolutely no risk. I'm even going to take away ALL RISK for you. It's pretty
simple: if you don't like the Training, you don't pay. Period. You have nothing to risk and
everything to gain.
Let me say it a different way...

Click Here
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Welcome to the OCTOBER 2022 Issue of our monthly
“Making Web Money” Online Digital Marketing magazine where every month we show you how real people, just like
you, are making web money – online. This month we have

MakingWebMoney.com

MORE great articles and personal success insights,
interviews, plus some ONLINE opportunities for you.

www.MakingWebMoney.com

Subscription enquires:

Order the printed edition:

- How to Pitch Your Product Through the Back Door
- MWM Series on Business Help - Stop Pitching at Clients, Give
Them Up Front Value & A Plan to Build Your Authority
- MWM Interview – Matt Garrett
- Marketing 101: What is ‘Conversion Rate’ and How Do You
Calculate It?
- New Product SHOPZPRESSO MEGA STORE
- 5.5 Steps to Maximizing Paid Social Media
- The Functional Strength Guide
- Unlock My Secret Traffic Methods
- Power Online Reviews by Matt Garrett
- 17 Sneaky Psychology Tactics for Increasing Sales
- NEW PRODUCT DriveZPresso
- Rebranding to Make and Kill Sales

58

- MWM Wants You to Know – Mother Of God Don’t Do This
- MWM Q & A - How to Advertise Using Outbrain and Taboola
-This Month’s Marketing CLINIC - FAQ: How to Use
Simple Audio Ads To Build Your Business
- MWM Success Guide - How to Write Instagram Captions That
Don’t Suck

- MWM Ask the Expert - Case Study: B2B Cold Calling = Multimillion
Pound Business in One Year
I hope you enjoy this month's magazine. Thanks for reading.
– Check out our 127 Great Back Issues of Making Web Money!

Talk to me

>>

facebook.com/harrycrowder

www.issuu.com
Advertising enquires:
www.MakingWebMoney.com

Making Web Money Magazine
Published
12 times per year.
Copyright 

All rights reserved.
Reprinted with permission. No
part of this publication may be
reproduced, translated or
converted into machine-readable
form or language without the
written consent of the publisher.
Articles express the opinions of
the authors and are not
necessarily those of the publisher
Making Web Money Online
Marketing Magazine
Editor Harry Crowder
Advertising: See Above
Contributors
Various experts in their fields

twitter.com/harrycrowder

Keep your valuable feedback coming. I try to reply to every email, I appreciate
your input as it helps to make MWM the Best magazine possible.

The instructions and advice in the
magazine are for educational and
entertainment purposes only.

Email me at: harry.crowder@gmail.com
The creators, producers,
Follow me on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/harrycrowdercontributors and distributors or
Making Web Money Marketing
Magazine
any liability for
Both the paper and our printer meet the international standard ISO 14001 for environmental management.
The disclaim
paper
comes from sources certified under the Program for Endorsement of Forest Certification scheme (PEFC).
Please
loss or
lack of results from
recycle this magazine – or give it to a mate.
following the advice expressed
herein.
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How Handy is This?
You can NOW

Shop Walmart Online,

save a lot of time, money and hassles.
Pick from everything at Walmart and

Then choose

to have your order

Delivered to you by mail / freight
OR
Tell us what you like and don’t like about
Making Web Money Digital Marketing
magazine. What worked for you or what
you think sucks, then we can make
Making Web Money an even better online
magazine.

YOU can Pick Your Order Up

at

So, send me an email with your feedback
and let me know.
harry.crowder@gmail.com

Shop at home. Drive to the
store. Pick Up Your Order!

QUOTABLE..
“We need to stop interrupting what people are
interested in and be what people are
interested in.”
– Craig Davis, former Chief Creative Officer at
J. Walter Thompson
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QUOTABLE..

“Every email is a customer survey of your target market, b
testing they vote on what resonates best with them.”

Google Tests New AR Prototypes Kath Pay, Founder and Senior Consultant at Holisti
Watch Out–Google
GlassEmail Marketing
Google announced it will begin testing new AR, augmented reality, experiences in the public with a limited
number of Googlers and trusted testers. These include in-lens displays, microphones, and cameras, that Google
will start to test next month in the real world.
https://www.seroundtable.com/google-testing-new-ar-prototypes-33783.html

New Searchable Instagram Map
Gives Visibility To Local Businesses
Instagram is making it easier for users to discover restaurants, cafes, hotels
and other local businesses.
https://searchengineland.com/searchable-instagram-map-386606

How to Use Keywords to Combine
the Power of SEO and Google Ads
[Case Study]
When approached correctly, using SEO and PPC together can unlock
significant opportunities for your brand.
https://moz.com/blog/use-keywords-to-combine-seo-and-ppc

MWM New Product
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How to Plan Your
Instagram Posts [+22 Free
Instagram Planning
Templates]
90% of people on Instagram follow at least one business
nowadays.
To compete with other companies in your industry, you
must have a solid Instagram strategy, especially if your
intended audience uses the app.
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/plan-instagramposts
are building new communities and finding opportunities for
self-expression on our platform—and brands are discovering new
ways to reach this powerful global audience.
TikTok’s unique ad solutions and creative tools make it easy for
brands to engage with female users and build authentic, lasting
relationships. But what makes women on TikTok tick? Let’s
explore how women perceive themselves, communicate with
others, and spend time on TikTok—and how brands can use our
platform to connect with this influential community.

6 Steps to Create a Facebook Funnel
That Converts
https://www.tiktok.com/business/en-US/blog/reachingWant to improve your Facebook lead generation and conversions?
women-bold-active-authentic

Wondering what types of content will make a Facebook marketing funnel
work better?
https://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/6-steps-to-create-afacebook-funnel-that-converts/

NFT Project Launch Success:
Crypto Tech Women
Here's how to plan and execute a full NFT launch from brand
alignment and establishing pre-mint community value to setting up a
social media and website presence.
https://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/nft-project-launch-successcrypto-tech-women/

Starting today you can enroll in my new monthly coaching program where I will teach you how
to turn PLR content into spendable cash using several underground methods.
Each and every month you'll get a new lesson showing you a different way to profit with the
PLR products you already have. Each month will be a different lesson (sometimes delivered as
a step-by-step PDF and sometimes delivered as video tutorial lessons, and even sometimes a
mixture of both) that you can download, view, and then implement to start making money
with PLR content.
This 12 month coaching program can help you feel good about every PLR purchase you've
made (even those "junky" ones because I will show you how to polish them 'til they shine!). The
PLR Profits Coaching Club can justify every penny you've spent. It can make those purchases
worth something to you because you can put that content to work making money for you.
Click Here to Start

How To Write Instagram Captions That Don’t Suck
This Magic Eight Ball of Online Marketing
An Instagram caption is the perfect place to get noticed, spark a conversation, add context, set a scene, create a mood or clue
your followers into the message you want to deliver.
With one caption you can make people laugh, cry or maybe even buy your product. And writing a captivating Instagram caption
is an artform unto itself. Getting this right is the difference between being ignored and racking up likes.
But writing a great caption is challenging. You’ve got to be clever and interesting, funny and surprising. In fact, writing a caption
can sometimes seem like as much work as writing a great headline because that is in fact what you are doing.
Why Are Instagram Captions Important?
Because when done well, captions…
• Increase engagement
• Make followers take notice and maybe even laugh
• Provide context for your photos
• Communicate a message, story or even a joke

• Help you stand apart from the crowd
• Help build connections with your audience
• Can promote your business, brand and products
Here are some tips for writing Instagram captions, and I promise that with a little practice, writing great Instagram
captions is going to become second nature to you.
Write a killer first line. Making the first part of your Instagram caption super-engaging will capture eyeballs and keep
them on your post longer. Pique your followers’ interest with curiosity, stats, an exclusive offer or some kind of benefit
to clicking your post.
Use best stuff first. Start with your most compelling content because longer posts get truncated.
Include a call to action in your caption. Invite your audience to comment or like a post to drive more engagement.
Inspire your followers to visit your site, sign up for your newsletter or shop online.

Use hashtags to boost discoverability. Instagram will show your
post to viewers who are searching for the hashtag.
However, don’t go crazy here.
Between 1 and 5 hashtags tend to drive more interactions overall.
Use hashtags that are community and interest based as opposed to
generic hashtags.
Ask. “Double tap if you agree” or ask a personal question to
encourage comments on your post.
Go short or go long. Globally, captions with 1-20 characters and
captions over 2,000 characters get the most engagement. But in the
UK/Ireland and North America, shorter captions do better.
Break it up. Use line breaks on longer captions to make it easier to
digest.
Use Consistent brand voice. Keep your brand voice consistent and
on brand. Captions should ideally mirror your brand’s personality,
sounding and feeling like the rest of your marketing.
Include eye-catching emojis. Add personality to your Instagram
caption with emojis at the beginning to catch eyes and make it more
inviting. Use less than 5 emojis in your caption.
Write captions in bunches. It’s easier to write captions if you sit
down and write a bunch of them at one time, rather than trying to
think one up each time you post.
Story tell. Tell a story in your caption that helps drive home the
content itself.
Disclose sponsored posts. FTC regulations require you to be
transparent about your sponsored posts. If you’re being paid to
promote a business, disclose that.
Do not try to hide ads or they might come back to bite you.
Add captions to your stories. Adding captions to your Instagram
stories is effective at capturing attention and conveying information,
especially since a lot of people watch stories without sound.
Creating great Instagram captions might seem difficult at first, but
if you want to be successful on Instagram, it’s important to work on
your captions as though they were as important as headlines.
That’s because writing powerful captions can dramatically increase
the results your marketing gets on Instagram.

How To Pitch Your Product
Through The Back Door
Potential customers are searching for solutions to their problems.
They’re stuck. They need help and they need it now.
To pitch your product through the back door, you first give them the
conventional solution. “This is what most people do, here’s how it works,
here are the drawbacks, here’s how long it takes.”
And then when they’re thinking, “Crap, I don’t want to do that,” you
introduce the better solution. Your solution.
“That’s what people have done in the past. And it works. But as you
can see it takes time, it’s expensive, you have to paint your face blue…”
Or whatever it is that’s going to deter people.
“We have a better solution. This is what it is, this is why it’s better,
and this is why today is the best day to get started.”
People already have a good idea of what it will take to fix their
problem. They’ve already done some research or talked to someone.
By using this strategy, you are meeting them where they already are
and then walking with them to the next level.
The better level. YOUR level, where your product or service is waiting
to solve their problem for them.

Click here to get Your Website Now!

Marketing 101: What is ‘Conversion Rate’ and
How Do You Calculate It?

As defined by Google…
“Conversion rates are calculated by simply taking the number of conversions and dividing that by the number
of total ad interactions that can be tracked to a conversion during the same time period.”
First, you need to know what a conversion is.
Depending on your goal, it could be a person who signs up for your email list, someone who makes a purchase
or in the case of advertising it could simply be a page view.
Conversion rate is a percentage.
In other words, your conversion rate tells you the percentage of people that came to your site and took the
conversion goal action you’ve defined.
To calculate conversion rate, use this formula:
Conversions / Visits = Conversion Rate
Let’s say that 1200 people visited your squeeze page and 300 of them joined your list.
300 divided by 1200 equals .25 or 25%.
Thus, 25% of people who come to your squeeze page actually sign up.
Why do you need to know your conversion rates?
Because it tells you what’s working, how well it’s working and what needs improving.
It gives you a basis to test A against B and see which one converts better. Beca use the better you are at
converting, the less traffic you need to get the same results, and the better results you can get from the same
traffic.
In online marketing, conversion rates are everything. Businesses live and die by the conversion rate because
conversions result in sales, while a lack of conversions or not enough conversions to cover costs spells doom.

Subscribe
TODAY!
Do it now!
It’s Free

To subscribe for free, go to:

MakingWebMoney.com
The digital edition of our magazine is FREE !!
You can upgrade to receive the printed
edition,
Or cancel your subscription at any time.

Subscribe
today for
FREE!
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Case Study:
B2B Cold Calling = Multimillion Pound Business in One Year
In less than a year this entrepreneur has turned her idea into a
multimillion-pound business all through cold calling.
And this case study shows that while cold calling is nobody’s
favorite way to get business, there are times when it is still truly the
best way to do it.
This gal started a small niche financial services company and was
struggling to onboard clients. She was creating her sales funnels,
using SEO and targeted advertising. But after burning through
£2500.00 (~$2950.00) she still had not onboarded a single customer.
That’s when she turned to cold calling.
Yes, cold calling; perhaps the scariest phrase in the history of sales.
As I relay this story, please think about the one word that sums up
everything she did and at the end we’ll see if you came up with the
same word that is churning through my head as I write this.
Here’s what she did to build her multimillion-pound B2B business
in just one year:
1: She found public financial information to set up the parameters
of what her ideal client looks like in terms of how many people would
be working for them, their turnover and the sort of industries they’re
operating in.
In the UK this is extremely easy to do. In other countries you may
have to dig for it or even pay for it, but odds are it’s accessible to you.
2: She found a scraper to pick up every single company in the UK
that matched those criteria.
Every. Single. One.
3: She employed someone to find the generic contact details of the
first 10,000 companies on the list. Generic simply means the phone
number and email address for the front desk instead of the extension
for a particular vice president.
4: She set a goal that for every 100 calls she made, she would get
10 people into a meeting and 1 person converted into a paying
customer.
5: She started cold calling. I don’t know about you, but those 4
words send icy fingers down my spine. She. Started. Cold. Calling. She
had no cold call training other than what she found on YouTube
videos.

The first week, she blew 80% of the calls and made a lot of
mistakes. But the other 20% were starting to perform because she
was learning from the mistakes she made. She got 6 appointments
booked, only 1 showed up and they didn’t buy.
If this was you, would you have given up at this point?
She learned that instead of saying, “We do this and this and
this,” which was boring prospects to death, she instead began
asking, “Hey, I’m from [company name] and I was just wanting to
find out how you’re coping with [a certain financial problem]
process?”
That lead into a conversation of their needs and how she could
help them. She solved one or two small problems quickly over the
phone for them and then suggested they book an appointment to
get into the heart of the matter.
She says that you don’t want to make your outreach your sales
pitch.
6: She continued on, learning from her mistakes. At the end of
the first month, she got her first paying customer. 2000 calls, one
month and only one paying customer.
She says what was more valuable than that paying customer
were the skills she’d learned and the confidence she built.
7: She continued with her calling and her stats continued to
improve. By the fifth month she was starting to reach her goal of
onboarding 25 to 30 customers a month.
At this point she started employing people to do the work for
her. She now has sales agents working the spreadsheet and making
100 calls a day each, as well as 3 sales people to handle the
appointments.
Now for every 100 calls they make, 12 people come to an
appointment and 2 companies sign up.
In less than one year she has turned her idea into a multimillionpound business that is onboarding nearly 100 clients a month.
Her big takeaway is to not believe the B.S. when people tell you
that you have to build your business a certain way. If you strategize
correctly, you can build an extremely successful business without
spending a fortune to get customers, if you’re willing to cold call.
Maybe the best thing about cold calling is the instant feedback
you get. You get to refine your message as you go, testing your
value proposition and call to action until you sharpen and polish it
into a selling machine.
You also get to test buyer trends and find the benefit and story
that are connecting with people right now.
Oh yes, and the word that best sums up all of her efforts?
Perseverance.
If you can persevere through the difficulties and do the things
you’re not crazy about doing, then there’s absolutely nothing to
stop you from succeeding.

Did you know:

ATTENTION: Want to start your own high-ticket business?

"Discover The Steps On How To Start Your Very
Own Recurring Membership Site And Get Paid
Month After Month"
In This Course, You'll Find Out How To Get Started With Your Own Membership Site, How To Structure
it, What Type of Content To Provide, Pricing And Much more

Why Should You Create a Membership Site?
Essentially, a membership site is a site that users pay to subscribe to. This normally works by first enticing the reader

with some free content and showing them the kind of entertainment/information/value that you’re
capable of providing.
Once they’re hooked, you then make sure they know that they need to subscribe in order to gain access to your very best
content and to get frequently updated. So what’s so different about this? Well for starters, it means that you can much
more easily convert visitors to paying customers seeing as they’re not having to put down a large amount of money
and seeing as they know what they’re getting right away. This means the money is recurring and much more
predictable.

Membership Authority includes the following:
•
•
•
•

The main eBook
FAST-ACTION BONUS #1: Checklist
FAST-ACTION BONUS #2: Resource Cheat Sheet
FAST-ACTION BONUS #3: Mindmap

I'm delighted to have the chance to share this powerful guide with you, and I know you’ll be very happy with
the results. The comprehensive and valuable insights you need to finally achieve online success!

Click Here Today

MWM Business HELP
Habits to Chan
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Stop Pitching At Clients, Give Them Up Front Value & A
Plan To Build Your Authority
77 Micro
Running a local business agency can be more than just
financially rewarding.
The ability to help local business solve their online problems,
reach more clients, bring in more leads & sales, and generally
make their business more profitable can be very satisfying.
But before any of that can happen you've got to 'get your foot
in the door' - and that is usually a serious uphill battle, even for
the best trained sales people.
There is a way to turn the standard random scattershot process
of lead prospecting on it's head, and give so much value up front
that you build immediate authority and have prospects reaching
out to you!
To give your agency the best chance of success, it's not just
about finding potential clients - you need a way to quickly sift
through and find the best quality prospects, businesses that need
the simple services you can provide quickly, easily and profitably!
Then you need a way to stand out from your competitors.
A way to demonstrate instant authority and get the clients to
close themselves!
Here's the process:
Qualify the BEST clients - Not every client is equal, you should
always look for the best clients to work with
Analyze Their Needs - Reach out to a prospect with the wrong
offer and you've lost them, you need to know what they need
Show Authority - Deliver value in your first contact instead of
just selling and the clients will close themselves for you
Follow Up Hands Free - We all get busy, having a simple follow
up process in place can double your new business for free
All of this can be done manually through the search engines
and the right free third party sites & tools, if you know where to
go, and how to perform the relevant searches.
But doing all this by hand is obviously going to take up too much
time to be able to scale your agency in any appreciable way...
The more time you have to spend hopping from one tool to
another the less clients you're going to have!
That's why you need an all-in-one client finding app like Agency
Client Finder that manages the whole process, you just pick your
niche & location and run the app through the steps.

our Life

You'll end up with a bespoke report for each prospect that
details their current online presence in detail, with what
areas need to be addresses, fixed, or added.
Including:
• Full SEO Analysis - Are web pages search engine
friendly
• Web Page Speed Tests - Full analysis of web page load
speed performance
• Find Social Sites - Facebook, Instagram, Youtube,
Linkdin etc. related accounts
• Full Security Checks - Test for malicious code & viruses
and blacklists
• Online Reviews - Check reputation with Google and
other online reviews and star ratings
• Validate Emails - Validate email contacts and protect
your email quality score
• Analyze Website Framework - Is site WordPress,
Godaddy or Shopify etc.
• Test For SSL - Ensure sites have correct https security
and valid certificate
• Google Maps - Check inclusion and correct location in
Google Maps
• Google My Business - Check the Google My Business
(GMB) listing is claimed and completed
• Full Telephone Number - Find telephone contact
numbers for businesses
• Mobile Friendliness - Are sites mobile friendly and
responsive
• Check Redirects - See if website automatically
redirects from http to https
• Web Accessibility - Test web accessibility for user with
disabilities. Legal requirements
• Directory Citations - Find and check all listings in
important business directories
• And more...
Instead of 'pitching' to the prospect, you are giving them
a road map of what their online property is missing and how
to move forward - then simply offer to help them move
forward with that plan.
Running a Local Agency can be hugely rewarding, but it's
more likely to be that way when you can get high quality
prospects and provide them with real value up front, without
having to fight your way through the gatekeeper, or guess
what services the business actually needs...

https://www.AgencyClientFinder.com

17 Sneaky Psychology Tactics
For Increasing Sales
People love to think they make their purchases based on logic,
but in reality it’s all about their cognitive biases subconsciously
making their decisions for them. Remember that over 95% of
purchasing decisions are emotional, not rational.
Marketing is about influencing the prospect in one direction
or another, using behavioral science to make sales.
I know the above might sound a little bit jaded, but it’s our
reality. Humans simply are not as rational as we think we are, and
if you’re going to influence people to purchase your product,
then you’ll find it becomes much easier when you use their builtin emotional biases to make it happen.
As they say, people buy with emotion and justify their
purchase with logic. When there is no emotion, there is no sale
to justify.
1: First and Last Effect – People remember things that come
first and last more clearly. Use this to your advantage in sales
copy with an awesome benefit headline and by restating the
benefit and lack of risk in the P.S.
2: Buy Now Pay Later – This effect of not immediately paying
increases an average order value by up to 50%, decreases cart
abandonment by 28%, boosts repeat purchases by 23% and
reduces refunds by 17%.
3: Labor in Public – People will value your products and
services more when they see how much work goes into them.
Continuously update your customers with the new features and
upgrades to your products or the steps involved in providing
services to make your offerings more valuable.
I remember a beer company that used their advertising to
demonstrate all the steps involved in making their beer. Their
process was no different than any other beer company, but
because they showed everything that went into it, sales
skyrocketed.
4: Mistake Effect – If your well-received brand admits to a flaw
or mistake, it will be perceived as more authentic and thus more
likable.
5: Endowment Perception – Users value something more if
they feel like it already belongs to them. Offer a freemium version
of your product that gives users a good experience but holds back
enough to make them want to upgrade.
6: Default Effect – People tend to accept what they are initially
given. If you offer services, the traditional method is to offer the
basic service and then ask if they want to add more services on
top of that. Instead, include everything in one package and then
ask if they want to exclude some of them from the bill.

This could double your sales because your customers have already bought into the idea of getting the whole package and don’t
want to give up what they’ve already seen as their own.
7: New Beginnings – This is the fresh start effect, best illustrated by the New Year, New You paradigm. People want a fresh start
and if you can show them how your product provides that fresh start, you’ll make sales.
8: Foot in the Door – Get them to first agree to a small request before asking them to agree to a big request.
Ask for their email address before trying to sell something to them. Sell them the $3 ebook before offering the $97 ecourse. Ask
them to participate in one free coaching session before agreeing to sign up for 3 months of coaching.
9: Frame It Low – People make a decision based on how the options are presented. Test making an offer at full price, such as
$365 a year, versus how much it is per day - $1 a day – and you’ll find the $1 a day converts higher. Sometimes MUCH higher.
10: Risk Compensation Effect – People are more careful if they feel there is greater risk and less careful if they feel they’re
protected from loss.
Offer a clear and generous refund policy. You might even use the word, “Guaranteed” in the headline, such as, “Lose 10 pounds
in 10 days, Guaranteed.”
11: Decoy Effect – People change their preference between two options when presented with a third option that is
asymmetrically dominated.
If you offer just one option, then the customer has two choices: Buy or don’t buy.
If you offer two options, then the customer has three choices: Buy option 1, buy option 2 or don’t buy. Option 2 is more
expensive than option 1, and so many people will choose option 1 rather than option 2.
• Ebook - $27
• Ebook and Video Course - $67
But when you add a third pricing option that is much more expensive than the second option, now the second option looks like
a bargain.
For example:
• Ebook - $27
• Ebook and Video Course - $67
• Ebook, Video Course and Coaching Calls - $297
In this case you will likely sell the heck out of the second option.
12: Goal Gradient Effect – People are more motivated as they get closer to the goal. Let’s say you sell bags of dog food and
the 12th bag is free. When the customer purchases the first bag, give them credit for having purchased two bags. This gives
them a boost to return again and buy more.
If you offer a points reward system on your site, start each new customer off with some free points when they make their first
purchase or even when they sign up prior to purchasing.
13: Life Event Theory – People are more likely to change habits or do something new during a major life event. People are 3
times more likely to switch brands during a major life event. Target people who are getting married, moving, graduating and
so forth.
14: Place of Origin Effect – People’s perceptions are influenced by a product’s place of origin. Watches from Switzerland, olive
oil from Italy and wine from France are good examples.
Did you know that Philadelphia cream cheese is NOT from Philadelphia? Consider this when naming your next product.
15: Stepping Stones – Every step in a journey needs to be attainable. If you’re creating a course, make sure that each module
of the course is easily achievable on its own. If one of the modules is too big or too difficult, break it down into smaller, easier
sections.
The first stepping stone is the most important. Give them a fast win with that first module to prevent refunds.
If you sell coaching services, make sure your new clients get some fast, easy wins and they’ll stick with you longer.
16: Discount Burnout – If you offer major discounts all the time, then people will learn to ignore them because you’re creating
a low perceived value for your product. Be careful with discounts. Offering them once or twice a year can result in more sales
than offering them every month.
17: Be Funny – People remember and respond to information better when there is humor involved. Even something as simple
as using funny GIFs in your copy can increase conversions by 25%.

Click Here Now

MWM New Product
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World’s First 3-in-1 Online MegaStore Creator that
combines Physical Products, Software Products and
Licenses + Affiliate Marketing into ONE.

Launch Your BRAND NEW 3-in-1 Online MegaStore
in Just 3 Simple Steps
STEP 1
Access your ShopZPresso Account
STEP 2
Import or Add products in one click
STEP 3
there is no step-3… enjoy profit
BOOM!
Your Online MegaStore Launched
IN LESS THAN 60 SECONDS

CLICK Here Now

e-Commerce is growing like never before!
You would be amazed to know a proven and tested
system to easily and quickly create a profitable online
store and boost your profits in a hassle free manner.

Dear Online or Offline Business Owner,
Did you

I am about to disclose an important piece
of information that will enable you to
know
boost your business and leave your competitors far behind.
But first, let me ask you two simple questions:
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- Are you still trying to sell your products and services
physically?
- Have you spent a lot of money and time, but
never achieved your objective?

Be honest!!! Are you actually achieving your
desired goals? … are you saying NO? (it’s o.k.)
Look at astonishing stats:
- U.S. Online sales will be $523 Billion by
2020

- E-Retail spending to go up by 62% this
year
- 51% of U.S. consumers plan to do most of
their online shopping at Amazon.com
- eCommerce salaries in the UK have increased
over
14,000
euros in
2015,
and by
the
-byThe
average
amount
spent
by each
consumer
is expected to rise from $1,207 per
annum to $1,738 per person.

With over 85% of searches for products and services happening online, the
growing relevance of eCommerce can’t be taken for granted
http://ecommercemadeeasytraining.com/
Get Your copy of your “eCommerce

Made Easy” Training Guide. Be ready
to apply these really easy-to-follow strategies right away before your
competitors do!
Quotable …
“Google only loves you when
else loves you first.”
Click everyone
Here
– , Blogger and Artist

5.5 Steps To Maximizing Paid Social Media
If there ever was an easy way to lose money, it’s by advertising on social media.
Conversely, if there ever was an easy way to make a fortune, it’s also by advertising on social media.
That’s why before launching your first social media campaign, it might be wise to review the basics of how to get the
most out of your social media advertising campaign.
1: Figure out what you want.
Determine your advertising objectives: Do you want to increase reach? Boost traffic? Create awareness? Build a list
of interested people? Build a buyer’s list? Get them into your sales funnel?
Determine exactly where you want your new prospects to go and exactly what you want them to do.
2: Choose your social media platforms.
If you had all the time and all the money in the world, you could advertise on all the social media platforms. Of course,
if you already had all the money, then you wouldn’t need to advertise anything to anybody unless it was to brag about
your good fortune.
For the rest of us, we need to pick just one or two platforms and then get really, really good at advertising on those
platforms.
Find out where your ideal prospects are hanging out. If your advertising can reach them where they already are then
you’re halfway home to getting your ad seen by your future customers.
3: Define your message.
You know your audience, you know where they hang out and you know what you want them to do. Now decide what
you’re going to say to influence them to take the action you seek.
Create multiple variations of your message and test to find the one that converts the best.
Note: When talking about conversions, it’s not just the percentage of people who click your link that you want to
monitor. You also want to keep track of the percentage of those people who take the action you seek, as well as how
much those people spend with you over the course of 2 to 6 months.
4: Decide which options you will use on your ads.
All of the social media platforms give you multiple options for how to reach your audience. Initially you’ll want to
choose the method most likely to engage with your target audience. And later you might want to test other options as
well, just in case they out convert your first choice.
5: Set a budget.
It’s easier to spend more than you intend to when you start advertising. Instead, set aside a budget for your paid social
media marketing. You can always increase it later if the results merit it.
5.5: Leverage organic posts. Take note of the analytics on the content you post to see what’s getting the most traction.
Do more of what’s working. And use this information to improve your paid ads, too.

Warning About "Review Gating" AKA Only Publishing Positive Customer
Comments On Your Website. By Matt Garrett

Did you know that you shouldn't hide negative reviews from your customers? And it's not just because of the new
FTC Compliance rules on the term known as 'Review Gating'...
The FTC recently fined Fashion Nova $4.2Million for withholding negative reviews on their website using the process
known as Review Gating.
When it comes to soliciting and publishing reviews, feedback and comments from your customers there are some
best practices you should be following or it may become obvious to your prospecive customers that you're simply
trying to 'game the system'.
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Power Online Reviews by Matt Garrett

Said another way, having no negative reviews at all is an obvious "too good to be true" red flag to most potential
customers
A 'natural' review profile will include both positive and negative reviews. The process of reputation management isn't
about stopping these reviews from happening, (they are a healthy function of feedback from a business's customers) ...
It's more about re-framing the business mindset as to what a negative review is and the opportunity it naturally presents.
This builds more genuine authority for the good reviews you have!
After all, unhappy customers will always leave bad public reviews somewhere whether you attempt to gate your
review process or not. So instead why not embrace all customer feedback and respond to unhappy customer feedback
as soon as possible instead?
There is a new solution that's just been released called the Power Online Reviews which works as a WordPress plugin
and even comes with an agency version that enables you provide additional review handling facilities to clients. Because
Power Online Reviews simply requires a single one-off activation fee you can start handling all for your customer
feedback for a fraction of the regular cost compared to the corporate SaaS solutions. Plus of course it makes it much
easier to handle all your client reviews and help you (or your clients) to stay compliant with the FTC rules!
If you'd like to see more details and watch a quick demo of the Power Online Reviews WordPress plugin visit the li nks
listed below:
https://seouk.com/online-client-review-plugin/
https://agencyclientfinder.com/s/jzpor/

"Discover How To Start, Build and Launch
Your Own Digital Product Business Without
Breaking The Bank..."
Find Out How To Create Your First Digital Product For Sale And Start
Getting Sales On Autopilot!

What you'll discover in this eBook:
•

You'll have an idea for the type of digital product you
want to create and what the strengths and
weaknesses of each option are

•

Understand what makes digital products sell and how
you need to design your creation in such a way that
people will be eager to buy it

•

Know how to quickly and cost effectively create the
type of digital product you want

How to create a potential hot-selling eBook
• Know how to alter things like price, cover image and more
in order to optimize your sales
• Understand how to drive more traffic to your landing page
using SEO, PPC, e-mail marketing and social media
• Understand affiliate programs and tools like JVZoo,
ClickBank and WSO Pro
• Know how to build an army of affiliate marketers who can
drastically increase your sales and profits
•

• ...and much, much more!

This is the ultimate guide to How To Launch a Digital Product Business! You'll
discover all the steps, tools and resources to help you become a successful digital
marketer!

Get your copy today!

Finally, A Bunch of Great FREE Help!
No more Paying for Products That Don't Deliver
Results!
Get Everything You Need To Know To Start A Wildly Successful
Home-Based Internet Business!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Search Engine Optimization
Affiliate Marketing
Viral Marketing
Joint Ventures
Blogging for Cash
Social Networking
And More!
Get the Facts - What It Takes To Make Money Online Today!

MWM Videos
http://makingwebmoney.com/videos

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSkWqI7M3Ts

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rzEuURaTiZU

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0CaUcIwPsH8

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6t6ba6Cj690

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h5GQm
55ccTk&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYN1BjtZ6nc

MWM Interview
Matt Garrett:
AInterview
Editor:

Joining us this time is an online entrepreneur who focuses a lot
of his attention in the area of software solutions and tools. Matt
Garrett is based in the UK and has released numerous WordPress
plugins and software as a service products over the years. In fact,
you may have already heard of some of these because they
include well known solutions, such as WPtoolkit.com and Easypro
Marketing. So, let's dive right in. Matt, it's great to meet you.
Matt Garrett:
Hi, good to speak to you.
Editor:
Well, lots of people come on talking about information
marketing. As I mentioned, though, your background is more
about plugins and software, even though you do have info
products yourself, but maybe you could start by telling us a little
bit about some of the plugins and the software solutions that
you've created.
Matt Garrett:
Well, first of all, I've got to give a lot of credit to my partners,
because I work with several different business partners and I'm
not really a software creation person. So I have these partners
who come to me with brilliant bits of software. Sometimes I come
up with the ideas, sometimes they come up with the ideas, but
yes, the other people do the hard work of actually creating the
products and they vary. So I've got one client, one partner called
Tony Marriott where we work in the local marketing business. So
we have a SAS app that helps local agencies find new clients and
provide them with a roadmap of where they can go online, what
they can do. So the kind of things that they should have in their
business to help them market online, such as Google My
Business, the YouTube channel, Twitter channel, et cetera, all
these different things.

We'll go through using the software, work out what they currently have and what they don't have and put a plan
together for them so that when we get in touch or when someone on an agency gets in touch with them, instead of
just going and saying, "Here I am, I can do work for you," you're actually giving them some value. You're saying, "Right,
we can see what you've already done. Here's a plan for the bits that you're missing, and if you want, we can work
with you on that basis."
So the software prepares all that for you. So it's basically looking at potential problems and providing a solution that
you can then go to the client with. So that's one business partner. That's I say, agency client finder, attorney Marriott.
The other main guy that I do work with now, I have worked with previous partners in the past on different SAS apps, but
main one now is WordPress plugins with John Merrick.

Matt Garrett:
He's been programming WordPress for well over a
decade now, and we've got a suite of different plugins
that cover different scenarios for website owners.
My favourite amongst them is what we call WP Profiler,
which basically load it up on your WordPress site, and it'll
run a whole bunch of tests to work out if, for instance,
your site's running slow, what's slowing it down because
obviously speed or the speed with which your website or
page loads is a big thing for Google nowadays.

It can affect your ranking, and obviously it affects people
visiting site as well because if a page is slow to load, they
might not stick around. They'll just disappear and go
somewhere else.
So you've got to have a fast loading page.
So this will actually look at your WordPress setup.
One of the things that a lot of people tend to do is get too
many plugins set up.

Matt Garrett:
They keep adding more and more plugins to their site and
that's a big problem.
It's a problem for speed, and it's a problem for security
because the more plugins you have, the more potential
holes, security holes that you have for people to get in.
So this plugin will basically load the site and run through
and show you visually how long it takes each plugin to
load.
So you've got a very clear visual profile of your site speed
and what's slowing it down for loading speed.
So that's one of my favourite ones, because it's just a
simple way of visually working out what's causing your
site a problem.
Then we've got other plugins.
So we've got a cash plugin, again, to speed things up.
We've got optimization bits and pieces.
We've got a plugin for your error pages so we can
monetize those.
So instead of just seeing a 404 page, you can put adverts
on them.

Matt Garrett:
We've got a plugin for videos. So instead of having to use
an expensive video host like Vimeo or something like
that, you can actually pop them on some of the free
services like Dropbox, but you can also pop them on
Amazon S3, which is really, really cheap, and then the
plugin allows you to deliver those three website very
easily, because Amazon S3 can be an absolute nightmare
to work out and learn how to use. So this makes it very
easy, just upload videos to your S3 account and then the
plugin links to that and puts them onto the page for you,
so it simplifies the whole process. So that's one that's
very popular at the moment. We just released it on
AppSumo a couple months ago and that's selling very
well. So we're looking at releasing some more of our
plugins on AppSumo. So yeah, basically it's all down to
ourselves creating websites and doing things like that,
we come across problems.
Matt Garrett:
When we come across a problem, once we've worked
out what the solution is, if it's something we can create
a plugin to fix the solution for ourselves, then we sell it
as well. So the practical idea is that we use ourselves.
There was another one released last year where Google
making changes that if you have affiliate links on your
site, they can potentially penalise your rankings for that.
So what we did was set up a plugin that will go through
those, all the affiliate links on your site and add the
different tags to the end of the link to make it no follow
and things like that and to tag it correctly so that Google
recognise it and don't penalise you for it. So again, we
just keep an eye on what's going on in business and what
we are experiencing ourselves, and when we come
across a problem, create something that will fix it and
then offer it to other people.
Editor:
Got you. Now, when it comes to info products, people
always want to know how successful you've been. Is it
the same with software and plugins or is it people just
want to know, will this thing work?
Matt Garrett:
Will this thing work? It's one of the things I love about it,
is when you're selling info products, you've got to have a
lot of social proof as to how much money you've made
and things like that.

With a plugin, the sales page is really down to a demo. This is how it works. This is what it does. So all
you're then doing as a sales process is getting that potential solution in front of people that have the
problem or are about to have the problem, and that's it. So it's an easier, in some ways cleaner sales
process because you're providing solution.
Editor:
What made you move towards this area yourself though, Matt? I mean, was there a catalyst? Was there
something that happened that made you go, Actually, this is the area that I want to pursue more"?
…

Tired Of Fad Diets And Exercise Plans That Are
Expensive And Just Don’t Seem To Work?
Pay Attention… Because You’re About To Discover
A Complete Training Guide
Introducing:

For the Whole Story go here:

http://www.functionalstrengthnow.com

Don't miss this INCREDIBLE opportunity
Because every smart business builder needs great content!
As a 'Lifetime Platinum' member of Automated List Profits you'll be among the elite in
marketing who can effortlessly build targeted mailing lists BURSTING at the seams with
hungry and loyal buyers.

MWM Q & A
How To Advertise Using Outbrain and Taboola
https://www.outbrain.com
https://www.taboola.com
While I’m mainly going to talk about OutBrain here, realize that OutBrain and Taboola are nearly identical services and virtually
interchangeable, at least in my opinion.
Have you ever made it to the end of an online article when you’ve seen something that says, “From Around the Web” or
“Recommended Content?” Underneath you see several eye-catching images, each with a weird or shocking headline such as, “10
reasons your wife is about to leave you” or “This toxic vegetable is in your fridge” or “You won’t believe what they found in this
abandoned car”.
These are probably OutBrain or Taboola ads. Although technically, they’re not ads because they must be content, even if that
content is what you might call an ‘advertorial’, or an ad that appears to be a story.
Outbrain was founded in 2006 and bills itself as a “content discovery platform.” Taboola was founded in 2007 and is their biggest
competitor. In fact, there was nearly a Taboola and OutBrain merger back in 2020. The combined company would have made a
huge native advertising platform, but the deal fell apart and they are still competitors today.
I like using these services because you know the traffic is made up of readers and because I believe they’re still both grossly
underused by advertisers.
Just remember that these aren’t technically ads, and they’re not PR, either, which means they don’t fit into your typical online
marketing model. But they are cheap and they give you access to premium online publishers. Plus, they appear exactly when a
reader is looking for something else to read – at the bottom of the story they just finished.
Here’s how it works: You create a post on your PIM that you want to promote. You then use OutBrain or Taboola to advertise
your post on websites that are just as well targeted as a Facebook ad, only with far more reach.
As an example, if you were to take a traditional ad on CNN.com, you would pay something like $10 per thousand impressions
(which gives zero guarantee of any clicks). But by using OutBrain, you would pay about 35 cents per CLICK. (These numbers are
approximate and as of this writing).

The catch is that your advertisement is not an advertisement, it’s a
promotion for your post or article. It has to be content and not a straight up
ad or offer.
That said, both of these services allow the lines to get blurry here, so if your
article provides great content AND contains a promotion, you’re probably
fine.
By using these services you’re going to get cheap, yet incredible reach as
long as you play by their rules.
Here’s how you might use it: Write an article on the top 5 worst foods for
your heart. Promote that article on OutBrain, but at the end of your article
you promote a free book on heart care in exchange for their email address, or
even promote a paid heart supplement that immediately puts you into profit.
Just remember that the traffic must first go to a real piece of content and
not a straight up advertisement.
Signing up to either service is simple and straightforward. Spend some time
getting your locations, placements and devices set to find your true target
audience. And be sure to layer your options rather than betting on a single
setting to do it all. Your entire focus should be on getting qualified traffic that
you can optimize, so track as much data as you can.
One huge improvement OutBrain has made lately is to allow you to bulk
upload content and use their software to automatically test different version
of content. For example, you could post 5 different versions of your article and
offer to see which one performs the best for you. You can test headlines,
images, content and so forth to truly optimize your results.
Once you submit your content it will be reviewed and approved, and then
you can work it as you would any other paid ad campaign. You’ll want to track
your data, improve upon it and test it some more.
Be sure your content is easily shareable on Twitter, Facebook and so forth.
This way your OutBrain visitors can share your content with others, possibly
making it go viral.
OutBrain’s audience is looking for content, which is why you are likely to
find success if you offer more information in the form of a lead magnet. Offer
them a free report, a free book, cheat sheet or whatever is relevant to the
initial article in exchange for their email address. If you can successfully get
emails with your content, then OutBrain will be one of the cheapest ways to
drive traffic to your content.
To get started with OutBrain, first decide what you want: Social shares?
Email sign-ups? Immediate sales? Then decide what content will best help you
to reach that goal.
Go to OutBrain.com to set up your account, define your test budget, submit
content for approval and watch analytics when your content goes live. Analyze
your results and decide from there what to do next.
Check out Taboola.com, too. Choose whichever service speaks to you, or
try them both out and then decide.
It’s an underutilized, cost effective way to advertise and in my opinion it’s
well worth testing.
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ATTENTION OFFLINE MARKETERS
Gone are the days when YOUR business would grow by you JUST
reading books!

If you are an
OFFLINE MARKETER
In order to BEAT your
competitors today, you need to
be Online and use Internet
Marketing effectively for
success in all facets of your
business.
Let me take you by the hand
and prove to you that
Internet Marketing can grow
your business to new heights!

Internet Marketing Made Easy Training Guide

http://makingwebmoney.com
for all your
gift giving needs… coming soon
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MWM marketplace
>

Domains, Websites & Products For Sale.
Domain for sale

Contact:
ads@makingwebmoney.com
Make an offer
A great brand name for an
internet marketing
Product or service
ViralInternetMarketing.com.

Your Ad here

Contact
ads@makingwebmoney.com
Contact Us
>Contact us to list your
Domain name or website
For sale in this section

Get FastEye Pages
Now!

See It In Action !

NEW PRODUCT DriveZPresso
Now you can have Unlimited Cloud Storage For Life (Goodbye Dropbox!) Say goodbye to overpriced Dropbox
subscriptions and time-wasting tech headaches… Because there’s a brand new Cloud Storage Solution that lets
you host, share, and back-up ALL your files… With Unlimited Storage For Life at an unbeatable ONE-TIME
price. Get the details here (limited availability).
Imagine… All your files stored in one central location so you can find
whatever you need in seconds Never paying another overpriced
subscription fee to Dropbox or Google Drive Freeing yourself from
storage limits and tech hassles once and for all Big Tech has been
sticking it to the little guy for far too long…
With ridiculously high monthly fees and huge mark-ups that line the
pockets of Silicon Valley billionaires DriveZPresso lets you take back
control of your data and your business future…
With all the capabilities of Dropbox and Google Drive and NONE of
the overpriced subscription fees…

http://websitemarketingmagazine.com/recommends/explaindo/

Go here now DriveZPresso UNLIMITED file storage for an ultra-low one-time fee Host website images and
videos with lighting fast upload speeds on your website.
Find any file in seconds with the advanced search technology Share links to any file – just like Dropbox or Google
Drive Collaborate with team members to edit documents in real-time Keep your files safe from hard drive crashes,
hackers and malware It’s time to say NO to the “Big Tech Tax” and join the future of cloud storage…
Grab your DriveZPresso license click here.

For The Next 12 Months, I Will
Show You Step-By-Step How To
Implement 12 Channels To Draw
Targeted Visitors To Your Site.

See It All Here

JVZooHost is dedicated to
providing safe, fast, and
affordable web hosting with
superior support. You can
concentrate on running your
business and rest assured your
website will be up and running.
Get your site noticed on the web
today with JVZooHost!

MWM wants You to Know
Mother Of God Don’t Do This

I was just on a marketing site with great information on the exact topic I was researching…
And I HATED the experience.
Here’s why:
Every time I scrolled down the page it was initially blank – BLANK – and then the words would slowly materialize into
being.
There I am reading, scrolling and waiting. Reading, scrolling and waiting. Reading, scrolling and WAITING.
About halfway through the article I simply couldn’t endure it any longer and I left the site.
This is a website from a knowledgeable marketer who wrote a great article. It probably took her several hours to
research, write and polish that article, and it contains at least one affiliate link that should be making her money.
And yet thanks to the continuous wait times I never finished the article…
Nor did I click the affiliate link…
Nor did I check out any of her other content…
Nor did I subscribe to her list.
I’m sure she thought the delayed loading was clever, or classy, or something positive.
But all it did for me was create a lot of frustration as my concentration was repeatedly broken each time I tried to read
further.
Please don’t get cute and try this on your website.
Just. Don’t.

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE NOW

Make Money With Your Blogs

This Month’s Marketing CLINIC
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FAQ: How to Use Simple Audio Ads To Build
Your Business
Audio ads are everywhere now. Podcasts, smart speakers, audio search, music streaming services and of course traditional radio
all use audio ads.
Digital audio advertising space is projected to grow by 8% in just the next year. And some studies indicate that audio ads are,
believe it or not, MORE effective than any other form of media.
Pandora commissioned a study that demonstrated long term memory is 49% better than traditional radio when audio ads were
integrated with participants’ personal music playlists.
And thanks to the affordability of professional grade recording equipment as well as the variety of digital platforms that now
host audio ads, it’s never been easier to get your message heard.
“Where Can I Distribute My Audio Ads?”
Just about anyplace people are listening without viewing.
Podcasts
You can run your ad on podcasts or become the sponsor for a specific podcast. Podcast ads can be distributed through all of the
major audio streaming platforms, including Spotify, iTunes, Amazon Podcast, Pandora, Stitcher, SoundCloud, Podbean, Buzzsprout,
Google Podcasts and many others.
According to Edison Research, podcast listeners often take action in direct response to hearing a sponsorship message or
advertisement during a favorite podcast, including:
Visiting a sponsor’s web site (45%)
Considering a new product or service (42%)
Gathering more information about a product or company (37%)
Alexa Skills / Google Home Action Audio Streaming
Flash briefings are essentially audio advertising on Amazon Echo devices and a great way to reach your market. You could also
have create, sponsor or advertise on an Alexa Skill or Google Assistant Action.
Music
You can run your audio ads between music selections on audio streaming platforms like Spotify, Apple Music and Pandora.
Audio Blog Posts
You can embed your own audio ads within your audio blog posts as well as within your own podcast.
YouTube
Many people use YouTube to stream music. And while YouTube Premium allows users to have an ad free experience, the rest are
going to hear your audio ads.
WordPress
You can embed audio files into your website or a partner’s site through WordPress or other website hosting platforms.
“But Why Would I Use Audio Ads?”
Long story short, because it works.
Audio ads are proven to be more effective than traditional radio ads. Traditional radio is trying to reach a large, broad audience
while sites like Pandora are tailored to reach specific listeners. You can even customize your ads with the exact type of music your
market is listening to.
And podcasts are even more specific. For example, if you have a product for gardeners, then advertising that product on a gardening
podcast is a no-brainer.
Audio streaming platforms can send traffic directly to your site. The right ad to the right audience with a simple URL can result in a
steady stream of highly targeted listeners as they tune in to their favorite audio channels.
And you get instant credibility for your offer because it’s coming to listeners from a podcaster or service they know and trust.

“How Do I Create Audio Ads?”
MWM
Your first step is to start with a great script because everything else you’ll need for the ad will be dictated by the script you
write.57
If you’re like me, this is the step that gives you pause. When you write a book, you can use all the pages you need. When you write
an article, it can be as long as you like. But when you write an audio script, every single word must count. Think of it as writing a super
short sales letter that will be read out loud and you’ve got the idea.
Here's how to go about writing your script:
Step 1: Decide what you want the listener to do. Do you want them to visit your opt-in page to join your mailing list? Visit your
homepage? Go to your sales page? Join you on a social media page?
Ideally, it’s best to entice them with either a free offer or a major discount on a product that is super easy to explain and sell.
If it’s a free offer, then make it something that sounds like it has enormous value. Ideally it needs to solve a problem your ideal
customer is having.
If it’s a major discount on a super easy to explain product (remember, you only have a minute or less to explain) then be direct about
your offer, the time sensitive nature of it, and why they need to grab it right now.
Here is a 20-30 second example that is 100% off the top of my head, but it will give you an idea:
“Are you always tired? Do you wish you had more energy to get more things done and enjoy your day? Over 5,000 people have
given our XYZ Super Energy Vitamins a five star review and now you can try them for free when you cover the shipping, today only,
here’s the URL. They give you tons of natural energy without the jitters and we’re so confident you’ll love them that we’ll send you a
bottle for free, here’s that URL again.”
You get the idea. Knowing the action you want your listeners to take will set the tone for the script you’re going to write.
Step 2: Choose the length of your ad. The average Spotify, Apple Music and Pandora ad is 30 seconds long. But some audio streaming
platforms run ads up to 60 seconds long. The length of your ad will determine how much information you can fit into it.
Step 3: Set the tone. While you always want to sound like you’re having a conversation with the listener rather than talking at them,
you can choose the tone of your message. Is it confidential? Friendly? Excited and enthusiastic? Academic?
Are you using a male or female voice? Young, middle aged or older? Will you use any sound effects?
Think of how your ideal prospect communicates and then choose a style that will resonate with them.
Step 4: Use a call to action to tell your audience exactly what you want them to do. If you want them to go to a URL, keep it short,
catchy and easy to spell. For example, www.ILoveCats.com is easy to remember, while www.KathyMacyCatSite/freeoffer.com isn’t
memorable, it’s too long, there are multiple ways to spell Kathy Macy and the forward slash is going to confuse some people.
Okay, those are the basics just to get you started. But simply conveying your information in the ad isn’t enough. You’ve got to grab
the listener’s attention and hold it by making your ad compelling. Ideally, your ad should be as interesting as the content of the podcast
or the music stream where it appears. In fact, it needs to be even more compelling.
Think of the last time you heard a commercial and you were annoyed when it ended because you wanted to know even more about
the product. I know this only happens rarely, but it DOES happen, and that’s the exact reaction you want when your ad hits the ears of
your ideal prospects. “Easy for you to say, but how do I make my audio ad compelling?”
There are three things that make an audio ad compelling: Brand Voice, Mood and Emotional Connection.
Brand Voice: Depending on your brand, you might use humor, cheeky language, a no-nonsense serious approach, motherly love, a
professorial tone or whatever speaks to your brand.
It could be that your brand is new and you’ve never recorded any audio for your brand. You don’t know what your voice is yet. If
that’s the case, then now is the time to choose your voice.
Imagine your ideal prospect. Who would be the best person to tell them about your product? Would it be a peer? A parental figure?
A professional? If in doubt, choose a peer or a teacher. A peer is someone they can easily relate to because it sounds like them. “I had
this exact problem and here’s what I did.” And a teacher is someone who is showing them how to solve their problem. “We’ve shown
hundreds of people how to fix this problem or achieve this goal, and now we’d like to show you how you can achieve this in no time at
all, too.”
Mood: Music and sound effects can be used to create almost any mood. Imagine you sell meditation recordings. Your ad might start
with the sounds of multiple voices, phones ringing, noisy street traffic and so forth. Then you juxtapose that with the sound of a quiet
stream with birds singing in the distance.
What a great demonstration of how meditation reduces stress, and you haven’t even added your script yet.
Emotional Connection: The right person reading your script will make all the difference in creating the right mood, and when you
find just the right voice for your ad, you’ll know it.
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You might have to listen to 50 or a hundred samples from voice-over artists before you find the right one. Don’t overanalyze why
you react as you do. Simply realize that if a voice-over delivery has caused to you sit up and take notice, then it will likely do the same
for your audience.
Casting the right voice is both an art and science. On the one hand you don’t want to over think it. But do realize that the voice you
choose, if it works out, will be the voice you continue to use for a long time to come.
When you nail all three of these – Brand Voice, Mood and Emotional Connection – you’ve got an ad that can potentially build your
entire business for you and maybe even earn you a fortune. Put yourself in the listener’s shoes as you create your ad and you’ll do fine.
“Okay, I’m almost ready to sit down and write my first ad. Any tips before I start?”
Oh my yes, I have several tips for you:
1: Keep your audio ad simple. Giving your listener 5 things or even 3 things to remember is asking too much of them.
Your listeners are multi-tasking. Choose one important message and then focus 100% of your efforts on conveying that message in
a catchy, memorable way.
2: Lead with the most important information. Cut to the chase and let them know immediately why they should keep listening.
“Hello, my name is Jane Smith and I run Hair Grow for Men” is not cutting to the chase.
Instead, say something like, “Are you tired of losing your hair?” or “Would you like to stop losing your hair and start growing a full
head of hair immediately?” Either one of those is going to catch the attention of anyone who is experiencing hair loss and they are
going to listen very closely to what else you have to say.
3: Make your ad conversational and friendly. Even if you’re appealing to academics and engineers, and even if you’re selling funeral
plots or investing advice, you still want your ad to be conversational and friendly in tone.
Choose a voice-over artist who speaks clearly and in a conversational manner.
4: Pronunciation and pacing are important. Have you ever been watching a movie when a character said something you didn’t
catch? Or they spoke so slowly or so quickly you missed the meaning?
To make your ad sound conversational, you’ll want to use less copy rather than more. Too much copy in too little time and it sounds
like a pitch rather than a conversation.
Most voice-over artists are professionals who understand they need to enunciate clearly, pronounce words correctly and pace their
speech to make the listener’s job easy. But you still need to have a few people listen to the ad and make sure they clearly understand
it before you use it. Because you know the script by heart you might not realize if there is a word or two that doesn’t come across
clearly, which is why you want to test the ad with people who were not involved in making the ad.
I’m reminded of a documentary narrated by Benedict Cumberbatch. He’s a famous actor whose been in numerous movies and
shows, and yet he completely mispronounced the word, “penguin” numerous times in the documentary.* Even the best of the best
can make mistakes, and you need to catch them before your ad is broadcast.
5: Dial down the background music. We’ve all heard ads where the background music is too loud and the words are too soft. It’s
better to err on the side of making the music too soft because at least then your words will be heard.
While we’re on music, be sure that if you are going to use music that you have the right to do so. License a track from a music
provider that represents your brand and matches the style of the voice talent.
Create a smooth transition at the beginning and end of your ad. Remember that your ad will be sandwiched between other content.
Don’t use a pause at the beginning or end because this will sound like dead air. Don’t use a long fade out, either. Make your start and
end clean and clear.
One last thing… remember to make your call to action clear. There’s no sense running audio ads if you don’t get results, and your
best results will come from clearly stating the benefit to taking action and then telling them exactly how to take that action.
61% of audio audiences keep listening through the ads, according to a new Audacy report. Compare that to TV, where around threequarters of viewers admit to tuning out ads by grabbing their phones, laptops or tablets.
Entire businesses can be built using nothing more to drive traffic than audio ads. Better still, integrate audio ads into your traffic
driving schemes to supplement your other traffic sources. Track everything, figure out which ads and ad placements are bringing you
the most profitable traffic, and increase those ads for maximum profits.
Want to learn more about making audio ads? Spotify Advertising Academy offers free online courses and certifications to help you
create, optimize and measure effective digital audio campaigns.
https://advertisingacademy.byspotify.com/student/catalog
*Benedict Cumberbatch Can't Say 'Penguins' - The Graham Norton Show
https://youtu.be/9GHPNKUMf70?t=198
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It is called it KetoPower Boost…
…an extremely potent, highly effective and completely 100% all-natural
Keto fat burner that catapults your body’s metabolism into ketosis…

Rebranding to Make
and Kill Sales
In the course of stumbling through the internet I happened upon this gem from The
Guardian:
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2019/jul/19/disco-demolition-the-nightthey-tried-to-crush-black-music
In a nutshell, in 1979 someone got the ‘brilliant’ (note the sarcasm) idea of blowing
up disco records between baseball games in Chicago.
It seems the people who made and sold rock and roll records weren’t happy about
the competition they were facing from the disco artists.
And for that matter, straight white people weren’t happy that non-white people and
gay people were making and selling music, either.
But that’s not why I mention this.
If you read the article, you’ll notice there were two competitors in the marketplace:
Rock and Disco.
Rock had been around for a while and Disco was the market disrupter. The rock
industry and rock disc jockeys were mad and wondered, ‘How do we kill off the
competition?’
Simple: Make it ‘un-cool’ to like, buy or be affiliated with Disco.
They did this in part by staging the gimmicky event of literally blowing up disco
records. DJ’s told people to attend the game and bring a disco record from home. Many,
many people brought non-disco records made by black artists, too.
The entire premise of the event was to demonstrate that disco sucks, and it was
effective. They even created a riot to bring home that message. Yes, a riot after the
explosion to show just how supposedly mad people were that disco even existed.
And it worked, too, because by 1980 there were no longer any disco records being
made.
Or were there?
As the article points out, Madonna and Michael Jackson were indeed disco. They
simply did not call it disco.
In fact, many recording artists from the 1980’s and right through to today use a disco
beat.
And therein lies the rub.
If your competitor has a product you want to wipe out, you might stage a symbolic
event to ‘kill’ it. Lay the groundwork via social media and if you get the groundswell of
support, go ahead and hold the event online, in person or better still, both.
And if your competitor succeeds in trashing your product or product category, then
you simply need to rename it and keep going.
Think of two identical books with two very different titles. One title sells a hundred
copies. The other title sells ten million copies. The only difference? The title.
What power does a name have? Everything. Madonna and Michael Jackson were
two of the biggest recording artists of all time. But if you had tried to sell their music
under the label of “disco”, then odds were almost no one would have bought it.
Disco never died. It just got rebranded.

YouTube Ads Made Easy!

Still burning your midnight lamps to get targeted traffic to
your offer?
Would you be surprised to know that YouTube Ads are the magic stick
to tap into a goldmine of targeted traffic and increase profits without
making a hole in your pocket?

Now, let me prove that advertising on YouTube is the
ULTIMATE need of the hour...

Training Guide

See you next month!

This is an all-in-one guide to
generate massive traffic and
conversions with YouTube ads
that you’ve ever seen before.

It will take you by the hand
and show you how to generate
as much targeted traffic as you
could ever want with YouTube
advertising.
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